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Taiji for maintenance and improved health outcomes: Injury prevention from falls and increased cardiovascular 
capacity

Adults may experience debilitating injuries as a result of falls. Older adults with impaired balance suffer higher rates of 
falling resulting in greater incidence of injury. Younger adults generally have lower rates of falls; however, injuries may still 

be sustained when they do fall. By learning the principles and mechanics of injury prevention through the application of Taiji 
techniques, injuries resulting from falls can be avoided or reduced. Rarely studied Taiji applications include: Prevention of injury 
from falls by learning how to fall correctly, development of cardiovascular endurance and improved weight management, and 
matching specific Taiji techniques to address presented symptoms. Selected Taiji techniques have been adapted to address health 
aspects that affect an individual’s ability to handle their body and mind during an unexpected physical interruption which could 
lead to an unintentional fall. Reductions in the incidence and severity of injuries were observed in adults that learned these 
skills. Also noted were additional benefits in overall health from cardiovascular conditioning, with improved muscle strength, 
tone, and coordination. The application of circular motions, protective movements and actions assist in protecting vital areas of 
the body during a fall. The fundamental Taiji elements of harmony, flexibility and balance stay consistent and true when applied 
purposefully to injury prevention. This framework was developed to address both the classical aim of Taiji, referred to as Tao 
and Do, in China and Japan respectively and additionally to emphasize the areas rarely addressed in the healthcare field which 
are injury prevention from falls, and increased fitness through cardiovascular conditioning. Other techniques and methods 
adapted from different styles of Taiji also have been taught and introduced at Therapeutic Taiji Training Course conducted by 
US Collegiate Taiji Federation annually since 2012.
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